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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Ocean Isle Beach has established a plan to monitor the conditions along the eastern
5,000 ft. and western 10,000 ft. of the Town’s ocean and inlet beaches. These are the portions of
the Town’s beaches not included in the federal Coastal Storm Risk Management (CSRM) project.
The plan specifies monitoring profiles along the shoreline to record the current conditions. The
survey results have been compared with baseline monitoring data to calculate shoreline position
and volume changes within the project area over time.
The Town hired McKim & Creed in May 2012 to conduct the annual monitoring surveys within
these areas. In August of 2017, the Town contracted with Coastal Protection Engineering of North
Carolina, Inc. (CPE), who had already been serving as the Town’s coastal engineer, to prepare
monitoring reports that summarized the results of the monitoring surveys. Beach profile
monitoring surveys conducted by McKim & Creed in May 2012, May 2020, and July 2021 were
used in this study to quantify the short-term and long-term shoreline and volumetric changes and
rates. Survey data collected in May 2012 serves as a baseline for comparison with the July 2021
data to assess the long-term changes. The short-term changes were determined by comparing the
survey data collected in May 2020 and July 2021. Throughout this report, these two time periods
will be referred to as the “long-term” and "recent" monitoring periods in the report.
The Ocean Isle Beach monitoring limits extend from Stations -30+00 to 20+00 along the eastern
5,000 ft. of the beach (Station -30+00 is located along the sandy spit close to Shallotte Inlet and
Station 20+00 is located between Charlotte Street and Durham Street). The western portion of the
survey area extends between Stations 170+00 (just east of Sea Turtle Path) and 270+00 (close to
Tubbs Inlet). The surveyed areas were then subdivided into four (4) shoreline segments based on
annualized trends. The easternmost shoreline segment is referenced as “Shallotte Inlet Shoreline”
and located on the interior shoreline of Shallotte Inlet from Stations -30+00 through 0+00 (located
adjacent to the easternmost structure on the island). The next shoreline segment, located between
Stations 0+00 and 20+00, is referred to as “East Beach”. The shoreline segment immediately west
of the federal CSRM project limits is referenced as “West Beach” and is located between Stations
170+00 and 245+00 (near Juniper Street). The final shoreline segment is located at the western
end of Ocean Isle Beach between Stations 245+00 and 270+00, adjacent to Tubbs Inlet, and
referenced as the “West End”.
On August 3, 2020, Ocean Isle Beach was impacted by Hurricane Isaias which brought sustained
winds of 85 mph, large surf, and an estimated 5 ft. storm surge. Therefore, it should be noted that
shoreline and volumetric changes measured during the recent period were influenced by the
impacts from Hurricane Isaias. In general, the results of the 2021 analysis show that the Shallotte
Inlet monitoring segment experienced variable conditions of erosion and accretion, while the East
Beach, West Beach, and West End monitoring segments eroded over the recent period between
May 2020 and July 2021. During the long-term analysis, the results show an increase in the MHW
rate of recession and a decrease in the recession of the foreshore within the Shallotte Inlet
monitoring segment, net accretion within the East Beach segment, and increases in erosion along
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the West Beach and West End monitoring segments. A summary of the recent (short-term) and
long-term Mean High Water (MHW) shoreline and foreshore position changes as well as
volumetric changes within the monitoring areas is included in the following table:
Table ES-1 Summary of Recent and Long-Term Shoreline and Volumetric Changes
Recent Period
Long-Term Period
(May
2020
vs
July
2021)
(May
2012 vs July 2021)
Shoreline
Segments

Volumetric
Change

Avg. Shoreline
Change Rate (ft./yr.)
(MHW / Foreshore)

Volumetric
Change

Avg. Shoreline
Change Rate (ft./yr.)
(MHW / Foreshore)

Shallotte Inlet

N/A*

-32 / +0.5

N/A*

-11 / -13

East Beach

-4,400 cy

-10 / -9

+45,800 cy

-5 / -3

West Beach

-79,600 cy

+6 / +26

-63,400 cy

+1 / +2

West End

-25,000 cy

-9 / +4

-95,300 cy

-8 / -5

*Volumetric change was not computed for the Shallotte Inlet shoreline segment due to the highly dynamic nature of
the inlet morphodynamics.

Shallotte Inlet Shoreline
The analysis of changes along the Shallotte Inlet shoreline (Sta. -30+00 to 0+00) exhibited
recession during both the recent and long-term periods. The shoreline changes that have occurred
in this segment are considered to be a result of the natural reformations of the Shallotte Inlet
shoreline. Changes have shown the inlet shoreline is dynamic, constantly influenced by the inlet
morphodynamics (i.e. offshore depths, ebb shoal configuration, flood channel location) which
helps drive the recession of the inlet shoreline and the growth of the sand spit on the east end of
the island.
A comparison of the beach profiles over the long-term period shows that the changes in this area
are generally characterized by recession at mostly all the monitoring stations, with a higher degree
of variability at the eastern tip of the island compared to the western portion of this shoreline
segment along the MHW contour and foreshore positions. The previous results from between the
May 2012 to May 2020 monitoring timeframes showed similar recessional trends in the MHW
and foreshore positions.
Shoreline recession was also observed during the recent monitoring timeframe between May 2020
to July 2021. The MHW changes showed the entire July 2021 shoreline migrated landward by an
average distance of 37 ft. However, when examining the foreshore position, the eastern portion of
the shoreline segment from Stations -30+00 to -20+00 experienced significant seaward advance,
offsetting the landward changes from Stations -15+00 to 0+00 leading to an average change of
+0.6 ft. Due to the dynamic nature of the inlet, high levels of variability in this area are expected,
and therefore it is anticipated that this shoreline segment will continue to fluctuate in response to
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natural changes of the inlet morphodynamics and man-made factors (i.e. dredging and placement
of fill on the east end of the island).
East Beach
During the recent period, the MHW and foreshore within the East Beach (Sta. 0+00 to 20+00)
continued the trend of shoreline recession and volume loss from 2020 to 2021. During the recent
14-month period, the MHW and foreshore positions migrated landward average distances of 11 ft.
and 10 ft., respectively, while the volumetric analysis computed an average loss of 4,400 CY
within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88).
The long-term shoreline changes along East Beach in July 2021 indicated the MHW shoreline, and
the foreshore have maintained a trend of shoreline recession as a result of the recent net negative
shoreline changes. However, the long-term volumetric analysis calculated a net positive volume
change of 28 cy/ft. within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88), equivalent to approximately
45,800 CY (accretion). The volume gains occurred on the nearshore portion of the profiles
between the 0 ft. and -10 ft. NAVD88 contours and are likely associated to the March 2021
navigation maintenance event that placed an estimated 50,000 cubic yards of material within this
area. The gains were the highest at Station 0+00 and decreased to the west.
West Beach
The shoreline and volumetric analysis of the long-term changes for the West Beach (Sta. 170+00
to 245+00) indicate this shoreline segment experienced positive shoreline changes and a net
negative volume change between May 2012 and July 2021. The monitoring showed both MHW
shoreline and foreshore migrated at rates of +1 ft./yr. and +2 ft./yr. respectively, the only positive
average rates calculated of any segment monitored. In contrast, the volumetric analysis indicated
the West Beach experienced a net loss of 63,400 CY, equivalent to an annualized rate of -1
cy/ft./yr. over the 9.2-year period. The majority of the volume losses occurred on the western half
of the segment along the offshore portion of the profiles between the -8 ft. and -18 ft. NAVD88
contours.
The analysis of the recent period changes along the West Beach showed the MHW shoreline and
foreshore position advanced seaward average distances of 6 ft. and 31 ft., respectively, along the
entire segment during the 14-month period. However, the volumetric analysis showed the segment
experienced a net negative change for an overall loss of approximately 79,600 CY, where the
highest losses occurred between Starboard St. and Dawson St. (Stations 195+00 and 230+00). The
divergence in the shoreline and volume changes is due to the erosion occurring along the
submerged portion of the profiles, primarily below the -12 ft. NAVD88 contour.
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West End
The long-term analysis of the MHW shoreline and foreshore positions within the West End
segment (Sta. 245+00 to 270+00) measured change rates of -8 ft./yr. and -5 ft./yr. (landward
movement), respectively, and a net volumetric loss of approximately 95,300 CY of sand within
the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88) during the 9.2-year period, equivalent to an average
volume change rate of -4 cy/ft./yr.
The analysis of the recent period changes along the West End shoreline segment indicated
shoreline and volumetric losses on the berm and the lower portion of the profiles below 0 ft.
NAVD88 extending along the offshore slope to -18 ft. NAVD88. The monitoring indicates the
average MHW shoreline receded an average distance of 11 ft. and the foreshore position migrated
seaward 4 ft. on average, during the recent 14-month period. The shoreline changes along the
foreshore contour in this segment were influenced by large seaward advances measured at Stations
245+00 and 250+00 making the overall average positive. The analysis of the volume changes
indicates the segment lost an average 8 cy/ft., equivalent to a loss of approximately 25,000 CY
from May 2020 to July 2021 within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88). The highest losses
occurred at Stations 255+00 and 260+00, while the station closest to the Tubbs inlet (Station
270+00) had a positive volume gain. The profile plots of Stations 260+00, 265+00, and 270+00
in Appendix A show high losses along the upper portion of the profiles (above 0 ft. NAVD88) and
a volume gain in the nearshore. The changes in this segment are likely driven by the dynamic
fluctuations in response to the natural changes of the inlet morphodynamics (i.e. offshore depths,
ebb shoal configuration, flood channel location) of Tubbs Inlet in addition to the impacts from
Hurricane Isaias that made landfall near Ocean Isle Beach on August 3rd, 2020.
It should be noted that as of July 2021, losses on the profiles in this segment have migrated
landward of the May 2012 baseline survey profile data. The volumetric analysis was initially
designed to measure changes only occurring within the landward and seaward extents of the May
2012 survey data. Because of this, it is recommended that the baseline survey be changed to a
more recent data set containing beach profile data that extends further landward than the May 2012
survey.
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TOWN OF OCEAN ISLE BEACH, NC
2021 ANNUAL BEACH MONITORING REPORT
INTRODUCTION
The Town of Ocean Isle Beach is located on a coastal barrier island, approximately 29,200 feet
(5.5 miles) long, along the Atlantic Ocean on the coastline of Brunswick County in southeastern
North Carolina (Figure 1). Ocean Isle Beach is oriented generally in an east/west direction, with
a south facing beach. The island is separated from Holden Beach on the eastern tip by Shallotte
Inlet and from Sunset Beach on the western terminus by Tubbs Inlet. Barrier islands such as Ocean
Isle Beach are dynamic systems that erode and accrete depending on various factors such as storms,
sea level rise, their underlying geology, and shoreline stabilization efforts.

Beginning in 1965, the Town of Ocean Isle Beach worked with the US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) to plan and provide storm protection for a portion of the Town’s oceanfront shoreline
known as the Coastal Storm Risk Management (CSRM) project. Figure 2 shows the federal CSRM
project limits along Ocean Isle Beach. The Ocean Isle Beach CSRM project was initially
constructed in 2001 and covers 17,100 feet (3.25 miles) of the shoreline beginning at Shallotte
Boulevard (Station 10+00 on the USACE baseline) on the east and extending to a point
approximately 3,700 feet west of the Ocean Isle Beach Pier & Arcade (USACE baseline Station
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181+00). The westernmost 9,500 feet of the Town’s shoreline was not included in the federal
project, as during the planning of the project this area was found to be relatively stable and fronted
by an established dune system. The eastern end of Ocean Isle Beach between Shallotte Boulevard
and Shallotte Inlet was not included in the federal project because the predicted high rates of loss
that would occur from a beach fill placed in this area.
Since initial construction of the federal CSRM project in 2001, Ocean Isle Beach has been
nourished four times. The first nourishment event was completed in January 2007 and included a
non-federal component that placed a combined total of approximately 604,400 cubic yards on the
beach between Stations -3+00 and 72+00. The second periodic nourishment operation was
completed in May 2010 and placed approximately 509,200 cubic yards of material between
Stations 10+00 and 120+00. The third nourishment event was completed in April 2014 with the
placement of approximately 800,000 cubic yards of material between Stations 10+00 and 90+00
(Shallotte Boulevard to Leland St.).
The fourth nourishment event of the CSRM project was completed in April 2018 and resulted in
the placement of approximately 369,400 cubic yards of material on the eastern portion of Ocean
Isle Beach between Stations 9+78 and 59+24 (Shallotte Boulevard to Winnabow St). Fill material
was also placed east of Sta. 9+78 to build up the beach in that area such that the contractor could
protect the pipeline and provide access for equipment to the easternmost portion of the beach fill
template. The fill material that was placed east of Station 9+78 was not accounted for in the final
USACE volume calculations.
In addition to the federal CSRM project, the USACE has periodically deposited material dredged
during the maintenance of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (AIWW) at the intersection with
Shallotte Inlet, on the east end of Ocean Isle Beach. An estimated 300,000 to 400,000 cubic yards
of navigation maintenance material has been placed on the east end of Ocean Isle Beach since
2001. All of this material has been deposited generally within the area fronting the development
east of Shallotte Boulevard (i.e., outside the limits of the federal project). The most recent
navigation maintenance event was completed in March 2021 which included the placement of an
estimated 50,000 cubic yards of material within this area. Material removed from the AIWW and
placed within this area has typically eroded quickly and has been generally ineffective in slowing
the rate of erosion in the area east of Shallotte Boulevard.
Additional measures implemented by the Town and private interests to manage the erosion on the
east end of the island includes placement of sandbags along approximately 1,400 feet of shoreline
beginning at the eastern limits of the upland development (CPE-NC, 2012). Many of these
sandbags have been repaired and replaced since the original installation and now extends
approximately 1,800 feet to Charlotte Street. NC DOT has also installed sandbags in an attempt
to manage the erosion impacts.
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Monitoring Period Storm Activity (May 2020 to July 2021)
During the recent 14-month monitoring period, Ocean Isle Beach experienced impacts from
Hurricane Isaias (August 2020). Hurricane Isaias made landfall near Ocean Isle Beach on August
3, 2020, bringing sustained winds of 85 mph and an estimated 5 ft. storm surge to the monitored
shoreline. On October 14, 2020, Hurricane Isaias was declared a major disaster in 16 North
Carolina counties, including Brunswick County, by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA DR-4568)3. Figure 3 shows the approximate location of Ocean Isle Beach in an infrared
satellite image as Hurricane Isaias made landfall and Figure 4 plots the track of Hurricane Isaias
as the storm approached the North Carolina coast.

Figure 3. GOES-16 Infrared Satellite Image of Hurricane Isaias as it made landfall near Ocean Isle
Beach, NC (NOAA 2021).

Figure 4. Hurricane Isaias (2020) track as the storm approached the North Carolina coast. Track
retrieved from the National Weather Service (NWS 2020).
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Figure 5 depicts a time series of water levels and barometric pressure measured by a USGS
pressure sensor that was attached to a piling on the Ocean Isle Beach pier prior to the landfall of
Hurricane Isaias. The data collected shows the water level reached a maximum storm tide water
elevation of 8.7 feet referenced to NAVD88 and a maximum unfiltered water elevation of 12.1
feet NAVD88.

Figure 5. USGS water level record collected during Hurricane Isaias at the Ocean Isle Beach Pier

MONITORING ACTIVITIES
A monitoring plan has been established to assess the portions of the beach outside of the federal
CSRM project area. The Ocean Isle Beach monitoring effort encompasses the eastern 5,000 ft. of
beach and inlet shoreline from Stations -30+00 to 20+00 and the western 10,000 ft. of beach from
Stations 170+00 to 270+00. The assessment of the beach is performed by analyzing beach profile
survey data to determine the recent and long-term shoreline and volumetric changes as well as any
erosional/accretional trends or patterns between the surveys. Monitoring surveys used in this
analysis described in this report were conducted by McKim & Creed in May 2012, May 2020, and
July 2021. Beach profiles were surveyed at approximate 500 ft. intervals along the beach from the
USACE baseline to a distance of at least 2,500 ft. offshore or to a depth of approximately
-25ft. NAVD88. Survey data collected in May 2012 serves as a baseline for comparison with the
July 2021 data to assess the long-term changes. Recent changes were determined based on a
comparison of the May 2020 and July 2021 data. These two time periods will be referred to as
“recent” and "long-term" monitoring periods, respectively, in the report.
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The monitoring area was subdivided into segments based on annualized trends, resulting in four
(4) shoreline segments. The limits of each segment and a description of their location are provided
in Table 1. The shoreline segments and corresponding monitoring stations are shown in Figure 6.
SHORELINE
SEGMENTS

Table 1. Summary of Ocean Isle Beach Monitoring Segments
STATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Shallotte Inlet

-30+00 to 0+00

Eastern end of USACE baseline to eastern limit of
oceanfront homes

East Beach

0+00 to 20+00

Eastern limit of oceanfront homes to Durham Street

West Beach

170+00 to 245+00

Sea Turtle Path to Schooner Drive

West End

245+00 to 270+00

Schooner Drive to the end of Ocean Isle W Blvd

Beginning at the eastern limits, the first shoreline segment is referenced as “Shallotte Inlet"
shoreline. This area is located along the Shallotte Inlet shoreline and is represented by profiles
located at Stations -30+00 through 0+00. The shoreline within this segment is presently designated
as an Inlet Hazard Area (IHA) and was excluded from the volumetric analysis due to the
variable/erratic nature of the changes within the IHA and will be evaluated based on changes in
the position of the Mean High Water (MHW) shoreline and foreshore between the survey events.
The next shoreline segment, designated as "East Beach", is approximately 2,000 ft. long and covers
the easternmost developed portion of Ocean Isle Beach located between Stations 0+00 and 20+00.
A portion of this segment, lying between Stations 10+00 and 20+00, falls within the limits of the
federal CSRM project and periodically receives nourishment material during nourishment
operations for the federal project. The shoreline segment immediately west of the federal CSRM
project limits is referenced as the “West Beach” and extends approximately 7,500 ft. from Stations
170+00 to 245+00. The final shoreline segment, approximately 2,500 ft. long, is located at the
western end of Ocean Isle Beach between Stations 245+00 and 270+00, adjacent to Tubbs Inlet,
and referenced as the “West End”.
Appendix A provides comparative cross-sections of the May 2012, May 2020, and July 2021
monitoring survey profiles. These profiles are predominately used to depict changes in the
subaerial berm and nearshore area and provide information on the entire beach cross-section to its
point of closure.
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Figure 6. Ocean Isle Beach – Annual Monitoring Beach Profiles.
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Method for Determining Shoreline Changes
Shoreline changes were determined at each station by comparing the position of the Mean High
Water (MHW) contour (+1.8 ft. NAVD88) and a theoretical shoreline position referred hereto as
the “foreshore” position.
Mean High Water (MHW) Shoreline Change
Changes in the positions of the MHW (+1.8 ft. NAVD88) contour between the monitoring surveys
was tracked to determine an estimated rate of change for the recent and long-term periods. The
MHW position is influenced by both short-term changes in the beach due to daily fluctuations in
water levels, waves and currents as well as the overall long-term component of shoreline
movement. Tracking this contour is useful as it provides a visualization of the beach condition at
discrete times and can be used to examine the seasonal component of shoreline change.
Foreshore Change
The “foreshore” is defined as the average position of the +3.0 ft. NAVD88, +1.8 ft. NAVD88
(MHW), -2.9 ft. NAVD88 (MLW) and -4.0 ft. NAVD88 contours relative to the baseline. By
analyzing the average position of multiple contours, the “foreshore” position changes take into
account the impact different foreshore slopes may have on linear shoreline changes and are
generally less variable than shoreline changes determined based on a single contour.
Changes in both the MHW shoreline and foreshore were determined by comparing July 2021
shoreline positions with the May 2012 and May 2020 positions. Results of the shoreline change
analysis are reported in terms of actual shoreline change at each station for the given monitoring
period and an annual average rate of change. The rates are normalized to a per year magnitude.
(Note: (+) plus signs used in this report indicate seaward movement and (-) minus signs indicate
landward movement.)
Method for Determining Volumetric Changes
The volumetric analysis calculated the volume change and rate of change at each profile to assess
the recent and long-term changes that have taken place above the -18 ft. contours (referenced to
the datum NAVD88). Volume changes were calculated using the average-end area method.
Recent changes were measured between May 2020 and July 2021 (14-months); whereas the longterm changes were based on changes between May 2012 and July 2021 (9.2-years). The volume
rate of change calculated at each monitoring station was also normalized to an annual rate used to
evaluate spatial changes.
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RESULTS & ANALYSIS
MHW Shoreline Change Analysis
The July 2021 monitoring of the Ocean Isle Beach shoreline analyzed the changes in MHW (+1.8
ft. NAVD88) shoreline position for each of the Ocean Isle Beach monitoring shoreline segments.
The July 2021 results indicated the long-term MHW position along the Shallotte Inlet shoreline
continued to experience losses on all profiles with the exception of Station -30+00, the profile
closest to the end of the spit and indicated that the rate of recession increased compared to the May
2020 monitoring. The East Beach shoreline recession remained relatively consistent between each
profile with rates comparable to the segment average. The western portion of the monitoring area
experienced rates fluctuating from positive to negative rates along the West Beach, and losses
along the West End where the highest recession occurred on the profiles closest to Tubbs Inlet
decreased with increased distance from the inlet as shown in Figure 7. The recent results indicate
both the Shallotte Inlet and East Beach shorelines receded between May 2020 and July 2021. The
West Beach shoreline experienced variable shoreline changes, fluctuating seaward and landward,
but overall, the average shoreline position change was positive. The West End shoreline receded
on average; the highest recession rates were on profiles closest to Tubbs Inlet. Table 2 presents a
summary of the recent and long-term average MHW changes and annualized change rates for each
shoreline segment between the survey events.
Table 2. Summary of Recent and Long-Term MHW Shoreline Changes
Parameters

Shallotte Inlet
(-30+00-0+00)

Avg. Change
(ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(ft./yr.)
Avg. Change
(ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(ft./yr.)

East Beach
(0+00-20+00)

West Beach
(170+00-245+00)

West End
(245+00-270+00)

Recent Period May 2020 to July 2021
-37

-11

+6

-11

-32

-10

+6

-9

Long-Term Period - May 2012 to July 2021
-99

-48

+8

-71

-11

-5

+1

-8

Shallotte Inlet Shoreline
The Shallotte Inlet shoreline is located directly adjacent to the Shallotte Inlet and therefore is
subject to dynamic changes. Over the long-term period, the monitoring results show the average
MHW position in July 2021 was 99 ft. landward of the MHW position in May 2012. This landward
movement is equivalent to a recession rate of 11 ft./yr., when annualized over the long-term period.
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Aside from the shoreline advance measured at Station -30+00 (114 ft.), the shoreline losses
generally decreased with increased distance from Shallotte Inlet to Station 0+00 as shown in Figure
7.
Over the course of the recent (14-month) study period, analysis of the data shows the MHW
position moved an average of 37 ft. landward. The highest losses occurred on the eastern portion
of the segment between Stations -20+00 to -10+00 where losses averaged 60 ft. (landward
movement). The most change occurred along the profile at Station -15+00, where the MHW
position was 94 ft. landward of the May 2020 position. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the
recent shoreline changes along the segment.
A comparison of the MHW shorelines along the Shallotte Inlet segment in Figure 8 shows the July
2021 shoreline (yellow line) remained landward of the May 2020 (red line) and May 2012 (blue
line) shorelines. The recession of the MHW shoreline from May 2012 to July 2021 along Station
-25+00 to 0+00 is attributed to alongshore transport of sediment toward the inlet as evident by the
seaward position of the May 2020 and July 2021 shorelines at Station -30+00.
East Beach
The long-term changes show a landward migration in the average MHW shoreline position of 48
ft. between the May 2012 and July 2021 monitoring events. This change is equivalent to an
average net negative long-term change rate of -5 ft./yr. over this 9.2-year period. The long-term
annualized MHW change rates (ft./yr.) at each range are shown in Figure 7.
The analysis of the data from May 2020 to July 2021 within this area (Station 0+00 to 20+00)
shows that the position of the MHW shoreline receded during the recent 14-month period, by an
average distance of -11 ft. (landward movement). The changes measured within this segment
varied from a landward movement of 29 ft. at Station 10+00 to a seaward movement of 1 ft. at
Station 5+00 as shown in Figure 7. The recession rate measured during the recent period (-10
ft/yr.) was a reduction from the rate measured between May 2019 and May 2020 (-50.5 ft/yr.).
This reduction is believed to be attributed to the additional sand placed within this segment as part
of a recent navigation maintenance dredging project that occurred in March 2021.
The plan view of the MHW positions in Figure 9 illustrates the landward shift in the shoreline
position that occurred between May 2020 (red line) and July 2021 (yellow line) along the East
Beach segment. The measured recession along this segment is most likely a continued trend of
loss with sand migrating out of this segment as a result of alongshore sediment transport east
towards the inlet.
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Figure 7. Annualized Linear MHW Change Rates (FT/YR) Recent (May 2020 to July 2021) & Long-Term (May 2012 to July 2021)
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West Beach
The long-term changes along the West Beach segment (Station 170+00 to 245+00) show the July
2021 MHW position remained relatively stable advancing an average 8 ft. seaward of the May
2012 position. This corresponds to an average rate of 1 ft./yr. over the approximate 9.2-year
period. The results indicate that the MHW shoreline along this segment has remained relatively
stable when compared to the previous monitoring that measured a long-term average rate of 0.2
ft./yr. from May 2012 to May 2020. A profile-to-profile comparison shows that most of the
shoreline advanced with the exception of three profiles on the eastern end of the segment (170+00
to 180+00) and at Stations 210+00, 220+00, and 230+00.
The recent changes indicate the MHW position in this area has experienced a general trend of
advancement with an average seaward movement of 6 ft. during the recent 14-month period, which
correlates to an approximate annual average rate of +6ft./yr. The recent rate computed between
May 2020 to July 2021 indicated a positive trend, although a reduction from the shoreline change
rate (35 ft./yr.) measured between May 2019 and May 2020. The change in the MHW position
measured at each profile ranged from -30 ft. at Station 205+00 (landward movement) to 43 ft. at
Station 245+00 (seaward movement), as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 10 shows the change in the position of the MHW shoreline between the three plotted
shorelines along the West Beach: May 2012 (blue line), May 2020 (red line), July 2021 (yellow
line). The May 2012 (blue) and May 2020 (red) line intertwine with the July 2021 line, where the
red line varies from being in the most seaward position to the most landward position. The July
2021 (yellow) line is the most seaward position in the western portion from Stations 215+00 to
245+00.
West End
Based on the changes measured between May 2012 and July 2021, the MHW position is an average
of 71 ft. landward of the May 2012 MHW position. This is equivalent to an average net negative
long-term change rate of -8 ft./yr., which has remained relatively stable when compared to the
-7 ft./yr. rate computed between May 2012 and May 2019 and the -8 ft./yr. rate from May 2012 to
May 2020. The analysis showed that the three westernmost profiles (Stations 260+00 to 270+00)
experienced increases in the average long-term recession rate at those locations. The increased
recession is most likely attributable to natural changes of the inlet morphodynamics (i.e. offshore
depths, ebb shoal configuration, flood channel location) of Tubbs Inlet.
The analysis of the MHW recent changes along the West End shoreline (Station 245+00 to
270+00), and nearest to Tubbs Inlet, shows the shoreline experienced an average landward shift
of 11 ft. during the recent 14-month period. The data shows high rates of shoreline advance at
Stations 245+00 and 250+00, then flips to shoreline recession with a slight negative change at
Station 255+00 and higher recession rates for the profiles closest to Tubbs inlet (Stations 260+00
to 270+00) as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 11 shows a continued trend of recession along the western portion of the West End segment
where the May 2020 and July 2021 MHW shorelines (indicated in red and yellow) are landward
of the May 2012 (blue) MHW shoreline between Stations 250+00 to 270+00. The July 2021
(yellow) MHW shoreline is the most landward line between Stations 255+00 and 270+00. The
landward progression of the MHW shoreline in this segment indicates a trend of recession during
both the recent and long-term periods.
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Figure 8. Shallotte Inlet Shoreline Segment – MHW Shorelines
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Figure 9. East Beach Shoreline Segment – MHW Shorelines
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Figure 10. West Beach Shoreline Segment – MHW Shorelines
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Figure 11. West End Shoreline Segment – MHW Shorelines
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Foreshore Change Analysis
Linear changes in the foreshore position, previously described as a composite of the location of 4
different contours, were analyzed along the Ocean Isle Beach shoreline. Table 3 presents a
summary of the recent and long-term average foreshore changes and annualized change rates for
each shoreline segment between the survey events. The recent and long-term annualized foreshore
change rates (ft./yr.) at each monitoring station are shown in Figure 12. Cross section plots
comparing the profiles surveyed in May 2012 (Baseline), May 2020, and July 2021 are included
in Appendix A.
Table 3. Summary of Recent and Long-Term Foreshore Changes
Parameters

Shallotte Inlet
(-30+00-0+00)

Avg. Change
(ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(ft./yr.)
Avg. Change
(ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(ft./yr.)

East Beach
(0+00-20+00)

West Beach
(170+00-245+00)

West End
(245+00-270+00)

Recent Period - May 2020 to July 2021
0.6

-10

31

4

0.5

-9

26

4

Long-Term Period - May 2012 to July 2021
-118

-28

15

-46

-13

-3

2

-5

Shallotte Inlet Shoreline
The change in the foreshore position along the Shallotte Inlet shoreline from May 2012 to July
2021 showed an average landward migration of -118 ft. This change equates to a foreshore change
rate of -13 ft./yr., when annualized. Similar to the MHW changes, the rates measured along the
segment all show landward migration except at the easternmost station (Station -30+00) closest to
the inlet, as shown in Figure 12.
Changes during the recent period showed the Shallotte Inlet shoreline advanced seaward along the
eastern portion of the segment (Stations -30+00 to -20+00) then transitioned to recession from
Station -15+00 to 0+00, as depicted in Figure 12. The average rate of change within this segment
was 0.6 ft. from May 2020 to July 2021, however, there was a considerable variability amongst
the profiles. The shoreline change rates ranged from 46 ft/yr. (Station -25+00) to -60 ft/yr. (Station
-10+00).
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East Beach
The long-term results along the East Beach shoreline, located within the influence of the Shallotte
Inlet and the sandbag revetment, were negative and show the average position of the foreshore
retreated landward along the entire segment by 28 ft. between the May 2012 and July 2021 survey
events. This corresponds to a recession rate of 3 ft./yr. over the 9.2-year period, which follows the
trend from May 2012 to May 2020.
The recent changes show the foreshore position averaged a landward movement of 10 ft. during
the recent period. Figure 12 shows the landward migration of the foreshore position at all the
stations with the segment, with the exception of Station 5+00 that showed minimal change. The
comparative plots in Appendix A show the loss of sand from the beach face and along the
submerged nearshore portion of the profiles.
West Beach
The long-term changes show the July 2021 foreshore position advanced an average 15 ft. seaward
of the May 2012 position. This corresponds to an average rate of 2 ft./yr. over the approximate
9.2-year period. The results indicate that the foreshore position along this segment has experienced
net positive changes and a reversal of the recession rate of 2 ft./yr. measured at during the previous
monitoring from May 2012 to May 2020. A profile-to-profile comparison shows that most of the
shoreline advanced with the exception of three profiles at Stations 170+00, 230+00, and 240+00.
The recent changes indicate the foreshore position in this area experienced net positive changes
where the foreshore advanced seaward an average distance of 31 ft. during the recent 14-month
period, which correlates to an approximate annual average rate of +26 ft./yr. The recent rate
computed between May 2020 to July 2021 is a large increase when compared to the 0 ft. change
measured between May 2019 and May 2020 due to variable changes where the seaward changes
offset the landward changes. A review of the profile plots indicate that the positive changes are
largely attributed to gains on the profiles at the MLW (-2.9 ft. NAVD88) and -4 ft. NAVD88
contours. The changes ranged from +46 ft./yr. (Station 185+00) to -11 ft./yr. (Station 205+00) as
shown in Figure 12. Both the recent change and the long-term change show mostly shoreline
advancements on a profile-by-profile basis in the foreshore position.
West End
The analysis of the foreshore position along the West End between May 2012 and July 2021
showed a trend of landward movement from east to west as shown in Figure 12, with measured
retreat of 46 ft. on average, at an annualized rate of -5 ft./yr. The long-term changes as of July
2021 are continuation from the shoreline recession rate of -6 ft./yr. measure in May 2020, and -4
ft./yr. measured in May 2019.
The recent changes along the West End segment indicate the foreshore position in this area
experienced a net positive change where the foreshore advanced seaward an average distance of 4
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ft. during the recent 14-month period, which correlates to an approximate annual average rate of
+4 ft./yr. Although the net change was positive, the four profiles closets to Tubbs Inlet experienced
a retreat in the position of the foreshore by an average distance of 15 ft., equivalent to an annual
average rate of -13 ft./yr. The recent rate change computed between May 2020 to July 2021 is a
large increase when compared to the average landward recession of 24 ft. measured between May
2019 and May 2020. A review of the profile plots indicate that the largest changes occurred on
the upper portion of the beach berm and dune at Stations 260+00, 265+00, and 270+00 located
along the western end of Ocean Isle W Blvd.
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Figure 12. Annualized Foreshore Change Rates (FT/YR) – Recent (May 2020 to July 2021) & Long-Term (May 2012 to July 2021)
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Volume Change Analysis
As previously stated, the shoreline within the Shallotte Inlet shoreline segment is designated as an
Inlet Hazard Area (IHA) and was excluded from the volumetric analysis due to the variable/erratic
nature of the changes within the IHA.
Overall, the results show a net volume loss throughout the East Beach, West Beach, and West End
segments between May 2020 and July 2021. The West Beach segment experienced the highest
loss at a rate of 9 cy/ft./yr. (erosion), whereas the East Beach segment experienced gains and losses
an accumulation of 0.5 cy/ft./yr. Table 4 provides a summary of the volumetric changes calculated
for each of the monitoring areas above -18 ft. NAVD88.
The results of the long-term changes show the East Beach segment maintains a net positive volume
while the West Beach and West End experienced net losses as of July 2021. The West End showed
a continued trend of the most erosion occurring within the monitoring area as a whole. The volume
change rates calculated above -18 ft. NAVD88 at each monitoring Station for both the recent (May
2020 to July 2021) and long-term (May 2012 to July 2021) monitoring periods are provided in
Figure 13.
Table 4. Summary of Recent and Long-Term Volumetric Changes Above -18 ft. NAVD88
Parameters
Avg. Change
(cy/ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(cy/ft./yr.)
Total Volume
(cy)
Avg. Change
(cy/ft.)
Avg. Change Rate
(cy/ft./yr.)
Total Volume
(cy)

East Beach
(0+00-20+00)

West Beach
(170+00-245+00)

West End
(245+00-270+00)

Recent Period - May 2020 to July 2021
+0.6

-10

-8

+0.5

-9

-7

-4,400

-79,600

-25,000

Long-Term Period - May 2012 to July 2021
+28

-8

-34

+3

-1

-4

+45,800

-63,400

-95,300

East Beach
The volumetric analysis of the long-term changes show the East Beach segment has maintained a
net positive volume since May 2012, averaging 28 cy/ft. and equivalent to an annual average rate
of 3.5 cy/ft./yr. (accretion) over the 9.2-year period. The rates along the segment varied,
transitioning from positive to negative from east to west and ranging from -2 cy/ft./yr. (Station
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20+00) to 14 cy/ft./yr. (Station 0+00). A review of the results at each profile provided in Figure
13 show the decreasing east to west trend in the volume changes measured along the segment.
During the recent period, the results show a negative trend with volume losses on all profiles except
for Station 0+00 as shown in Figure 13. The volume losses measured ranged from rates of 33
cy/ft/yr. at Station 0+00 to -12 cy/ft/yr. at Station 20+00. The changes across the segment resulted
in a mean positive rate of 0.5 cy/ft./yr., primarily a result of a large volume gain on the profile at
Station 0+00. However, the overall results determined a net volumetric loss along this segment of
approximately 4,400 cy above -18 ft. NAVD88.
West Beach
The volumetric analysis of the long-term changes for the West Beach segment shows that the
eastern portion of the segment between Stations 170+00 and 205+00 (between Sea Turtle Path and
Beaufort St.) experienced minimal change in contrast to erosion documented along the western
portion between Stations 210+00 and 245+00 (between Beaufort St. and Schooner Dr.). In that
regard, the average annual change between May 2012 and July 2021 indicated erosion at a rate of
-1 cy/ft./yr. The volume change results show that the West Beach shoreline has experienced a net
volume loss since May 2012 of approximately 63,400 cy. This is reversal of the trend observed
as of May 2020 where there was a net volume gain of sand in this segment.
The recent volume change results show the West Beach experienced a net volume loss averaging
10 cy/ft. or approximately 79,600 cy during the 14-month period. The net loss corresponds to an
annual average erosion rate of -9 cy/ft./yr. between May 2020 and July 2021. A review of the
change rates at each monitoring station shows the primarily negative rates throughout the segment
with the highest losses occurring in the central portion of the segment as shown in Figure 13. The
values measured ranged from -20 cy/ft./yr. at Station 205+00 to +2 cy/ft./yr. at Station 175+00
which is the only volumetric gain present in the West Beach segment.
West End
The volume changes between May 2012 and July 2021 show an annual average erosion rate of 4
cy/ft./yr. This is equivalent to a net loss of 95,300 cy along the West End during the 9.2-year
period. The station with the greatest loss was Station 265+00 at a rate of -8 cy/ft./yr. The rate of
erosion increases the closer the stations are to Tubbs Inlet, except for Station 270+00 which
showed an anomalous buildup of sand on the offshore portion of the profile (above -8 ft. NAVD88)
accounting for the lower erosion rate closest to Tubbs Inlet.
The changes measured over the recent monitoring period indicate the segment experienced a net
loss of material above the -18 ft. NAVD contour. The volume change calculated between May
2020 and July 2021 measured an average loss of 8 cy/ft. (erosion), equivalent to a loss of
approximately 25,000 cy. A profile-by-profile analysis shows the highest losses occurring at
Stations 255+00 to 265+00. A review of the profile changes between 2020 and 2021 shows that
profiles between Station 245+00 and 255+00 experienced a mix of gains and losses along the entire
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profile extending from the dune to -18 ft. NAVD88. In contrast, the profiles between Stations
260+00 and 270+00 showed significant losses to the beach and dune compared to the 2020 profile.
The profile at Station 270+00, closest to Tubbs Inlet, shows a large volume gain in the nearshore
(between elevation 0 and -8 ft. NAVD. This gain is likely attributed to the dynamic changes
associated with the fluctuations of the Tubbs Inlet ebb shoal.
It should be noted that the losses observed to the dunes and beach between Stations 260+00 and
270+00 were not fully captured in the volume change analysis because the erosion has occurred
landward of the limits of the May 2012 baseline survey. The volumetric analysis was initially
designed to measure changes only occurring within the landward and seaward extents of the May
2012 survey data. Therefore, it is recommended that the baseline survey be changed to a more
recent data set containing beach profile data that extends further landward than the May 2012
survey.
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Figure 13. Annualized Volume Change Rates above -18 ft. NAVD88 Recent (May 2020 to July 2021) & Long-Term (May 2012 to July 2021)
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CONCLUSION
In July 2021, beach profile surveys for the Ocean Isle Beach annual monitoring were conducted
as part of the Town’s monitoring program to evaluate shoreline and volumetric changes on the
beaches outside of the federal CSRM project limits. Results of the 2021 annual monitoring
analysis have been discussed in terms of long-term changes that occurred relative the May 2012
baseline survey and recent changes compared to the May 2020 monitoring survey. The monitoring
area covers the eastern 5,000 feet and western 10,000 feet of the Town’s beach and inlet shorelines.
For the purposes of the analysis, the shoreline was separated into four (4) segments, namely the
Shallotte Inlet Shoreline, the East Beach, the West Beach, and the West End shoreline.
In general, the results of the 2021 analysis show that the Shallotte Inlet monitoring segment
experienced variable conditions of erosion and accretion, while the East Beach, West Beach, and
West End monitoring segments eroded over the recent period between May 2020 and July 2021.
During the long-term analysis, the results show a decrease in erosion within the Shallotte Inlet
monitoring segment, net accretion within the East Beach segment, and increases in erosion along
the West Beach and West End monitoring segments. It should also be noted that due to the impacts
from Hurricane Isaias that made landfall near Ocean Isle Beach in early August 2020, the shoreline
and volumetric changes measured during the recent period are not considered representative of the
average rates during the 14-month monitoring period. Recent changes within the project area are
expected to moderate as the beach recovers from the impact of the storm. The long-term trends
are also anticipated to maintain or return to conditions more aligned with historic change rates.
Shallotte Inlet Shoreline
The analysis of changes along the Shallotte Inlet shoreline exhibited recession during both the
recent and long-term periods. The shoreline changes that have occurred in this segment are
considered a result of the natural and man-made reformations of the Shallotte Inlet shoreline.
Changes have shown the inlet shoreline is dynamic, constantly influenced by the inlet
morphodynamics (i.e. offshore depths, ebb shoal configuration, flood channel location) which
helps drive the inlet shoreline changes and the growth of the sand spit on the east end of the island.
A comparison of the beach profiles over the long-term period shows that the changes in this area
are generally characterized by recession at mostly all the monitoring stations, with a higher degree
of variability at the eastern tip of the island compared to the western portion of this shoreline
segment along the MHW contour and foreshore positions. The previous results from May 2012
to May 2020 showed similar recessional trends in the MHW and foreshore positions.
The recent monitoring also showed this segment experienced shoreline recession from May 2020
to July 2021. The MHW changes showed the entire July 2021 shoreline migrated landward by an
average distance of 37 ft. However, when examining the foreshore position, the eastern portion of
the shoreline segment from Stations -30+00 to -20+00 experienced significant seaward advance,
offsetting the landward changes from Stations -15+00 to 0+00 leading to an average change of
+0.6 ft. Due to the dynamic nature of the inlet, the high levels of variability in this area are
expected, and therefore it is anticipated that this shoreline segment will continue to fluctuate in
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response to natural changes of the inlet morphodynamics and man-made factors (i.e. dredging and
placement of fill on the east end of the island).
East Beach
The shoreline and volumetric analysis of the East Beach (Sta. 0+00 to 20+00) shows net negative
shoreline changes and net positive volume changes over the long-term period. However, during
the recent period, the MHW and foreshore continued the trend of shoreline recession and volume
loss from 2020 to 2021. During the recent 14-month period, the MHW and foreshore positions
migrated landward average distances of 11 ft. and 10 ft., respectively, while the volumetric
analysis computed an average loss of 4,400 CY within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88).
The long-term shoreline changes along East Beach in July 2021 indicated the MHW shoreline, and
the foreshore have maintained a trend of shoreline recession as a result of the recent net negative
shoreline changes. However, the long-term volumetric analysis calculated a net positive volume
change of 28 cy/ft. within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88), equivalent to approximately
45,800 CY (accretion). The volume gains occurred on the nearshore portion of the profiles
between the 0 ft. and -10 ft. NAVD88 contours and are likely associated to the March 2021
navigation maintenance event that placed an estimated 50,000 cubic yards of material within this
area. The gains were the highest at Station 0+00 and decreased to the west.
West Beach
The shoreline and volumetric analysis of the long-term changes for the West Beach (Sta. 170+00
to 245+00) indicate this shoreline segment experienced positive shoreline changes and a net
negative volume change between May 2012 and July 2021. The monitoring showed both MHW
shoreline and foreshore migrated at rates of +1 ft./yr. and +2 ft./yr. respectively, the only positive
average rates calculated of any segment monitored. In contrast, the volumetric analysis indicated
the West Beach experienced a net loss of 63,400 CY, equivalent to an annualized rate of -1
cy/ft./yr. over the 9.2-year period. The majority of the volume losses occurred on the western half
of the segment along the offshore portion of the profiles between the -8 ft. and -18 ft. NAVD88
contours.
The analysis of the recent period changes along the West Beach showed the MHW shoreline and
foreshore position advanced seaward average distances of 6 ft. and 31 ft., respectively, along the
entire segment during the 14-month period. However, the volumetric analysis showed the segment
experienced a net negative change for an overall loss of approximately 79,600 CY, where the
highest losses occurred between Starboard St. and Dawson St. (Stations 195+00 and 230+00). The
divergence in the shoreline and volume changes is due to the erosion occurring along the
submerged portion of the profiles, primarily below the -12 ft. NAVD88 contour.
West End
Shoreline and volume change analysis of the West End segment shows the shoreline experienced
erosion between the May 2012 and July 2021 surveys. The long-term analysis of the MHW
shoreline and foreshore positions measured change rates of -8 ft./yr. and -5 ft./yr. (landward
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movement), respectively, and a net volumetric loss of approximately 95,300 CY of sand within
the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88) during the 9.2-year period, equivalent to an average
volume change rate of -4 cy/ft./yr.
The analysis of the recent period changes along the West End shoreline segment indicated
shoreline and volumetric losses on the berm and the lower portion of the profiles below 0 ft.
NAVD88 extending along the offshore slope to -18 ft. NAVD88. The monitoring indicates the
average MHW shoreline receded an average distance of 11 ft. and the foreshore position migrated
seaward 4 ft. on average, during the recent 14-month period. The shoreline changes along the
foreshore contour in this segment were influenced by large seaward advances measured at Stations
245+00 and 250+00 making the overall average positive. The analysis of the volume changes
indicates the segment lost an average 8 cy/ft., equivalent to a loss of approximately 25,000 CY
from May 2020 to July 2021 within the active profile (above -18 ft. NAVD88). The highest losses
occurred at Stations 255+00 and 260+00, while the station closest to the Tubbs inlet (Station
270+00) had a positive volume gain. The profile plots of Stations 260+00, 265+00, and 270+00
in Appendix A show high losses along the upper portion of the profiles (above 0 ft. NAVD88) and
a volume gain in the nearshore. The changes in this segment are likely driven by the dynamic
fluctuations associated with the inlet morphodynamics (i.e. offshore depths, ebb shoal
configuration, flood channel location) of Tubbs Inlet in addition to the impacts from Hurricane
Isaias that made landfall near Ocean Isle Beach in early August 2020.
It should be noted that as of July 2021, losses on the profiles in this segment have migrated
landward of the May 2012 baseline survey profile data. The volumetric analysis was initially
designed to measure changes only occurring within the landward and seaward extents of the May
2012 survey data. It is recommended that the baseline survey be changed to a more recent data set
containing beach profile data that extends further landward than the May 2012 survey.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARATIVE BEACH PROFILE PLOTS FOR MONITORING STATIONS
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF MEAN HIGH WATER (MHW) LOCATIONS

Station

Easting

Northing

Azimuth

-30+00
-25+00
-22+00
-20+00
-15+00
-10+00
-6+00
-5+00
0+00
5+00
10+00
15+00
20+00
25+00
30+00
35+00
40+00
45+00
50+00
55+00
60+00
65+00
70+00
75+00
80+00
85+00
90+00
95+00
100+00
105+00
110+00
115+00
120+00
125+00
130+00
135+00
140+00
145+00
150+00
155+00
160+00
165+00

2,186,849.1
2,186,727.3
2,186,634.0
2,186,490.6
2,186,131.9
2,185,773.2
2,185,475.9
2,185,376.8
2,184,881.1
2,184,386.2
2,183,814.0
2,183,394.9
2,182,898.6
2,182,403.7
2,181,887.6
2,181,455.0
2,181,051.7
2,180,514.2
2,180,037.1
2,179,543.5
2,179,135.5
2,178,585.2
2,178,107.2
2,177,630.5
2,177,157.2
2,176,675.9
2,176,197.6
2,175,721.2
2,175,242.9
2,174,766.5
2,174,226.7
2,173,811.9
2,173,333.6
2,172,857.3
2,172,368.3
2,171,902.6
2,171,370.2
2,170,947.8
2,170,469.1
2,169,992.8
2,169,514.4
2,169,038.1

56,309.5
55,824.5
55,545.2
55,405.8
55,057.5
54,709.1
54,451.8
54,438.7
54,373.2
54,307.8
54,231.3
54,175.6
54,109.5
54,043.4
53,974.3
53,768.2
53,575.7
53,450.1
53,348.4
53,212.2
53,097.2
52,926.8
52,777.8
52,629.1
52,481.9
52,331.4
52,182.8
52,033.7
51,885.0
51,735.9
51,568.3
51,438.2
51,289.7
51,140.5
50,988.6
50,842.7
50,677.4
50,545.7
50,398.1
50,248.9
50,100.7
49,951.4

104.1°
104.1°
119.0°
135.8°
135.8°
135.8°
150.0°
172.5°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
172.4°
171.2°
168.0°
168.0°
164.2°
164.2°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.8°
162.8°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°

May 2020 Range to MHW
EL +1.8 ft. (NAVD88)
32.9
-264.6
-394.9
-405.3
-478.7
-536.6
-568.7
-587.2
-267.5
-115.5
-19.8
64.1
159.1
-

Station

Easting

Northing

Azimuth

170+00
175+00
180+00
185+00
190+00
195+00
200+00
205+00
210+00
215+00
220+00
225+00
230+00
235+00
240+00
245+00
250+00
255+00
260+00
265+00
270+00

2,168,559.7
2,168,083.4
2,167,605.0
2,167,128.7
2,166,636.8
2,166,174.3
2,165,697.2
2,165,225.4
2,164,754.2
2,164,259.4
2,163,681.6
2,163,209.5
2,162,750.2
2,162,276.8
2,161,697.2
2,161,354.2
2,160,897.7
2,160,465.0
2,160,040.6
2,159,562.7
2,159,093.3

49,803.1
49,653.8
49,505.5
49,356.0
49,202.7
49,057.5
48,908.1
48,742.7
48,575.4
48,513.7
48,456.2
48,286.2
48,120.2
47,926.2
47,688.0
47,540.3
47,342.9
47,087.4
46,835.2
46,667.8
46,503.2

162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.7°
162.6°
162.6°
162.6°
160.5°
160.5°
162.8°
160.3°
160.1°
160.1°
157.7°
156.7°
156.7°
156.7°
149.4°
149.4°
160.7°
160.7°

1.

Coordinates Referenced to NC State Plane NAD83 ft.

May 2020 Range to MHW
EL +1.8 ft. (NAVD88)
430.9
431.9
430.9
446.2
452.7
427.9
439.9
443.3
436.2
555.8
660.2
674.0
656.1
637.0
622.8
610.5
579.2
478.1
393.1
410.8
354.6

